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Penny/Newspaper Unlock
1. Observe the newspaper word search that Penny gives you. She mentions 3 words

are missing. Those words have been obscured by water stains.

2. Since all of the words pertain to Valentine’s Day, and some letters are visible, see

what words you can find in the word search.

3. Once you have all three words, give them to Penny in alphabetical order.



Greyson Blum Unlock
1. You will need to have completed Penny’s Unlock first. In Penny’s Unlock, Casey

the bartender gives you a debit card that was le� at the bar. Use this, Greyson’s

suspect card, and the ‘Congrats’ card together.

2. Luciano Grey now goes by Greyson Blum. Write the names parallel to each other,

and use this as the key to decode the message hidden behind the flaps of the

‘Congrats’ card. Make sure to go from old to new (Luciano to Greyson). So, I

becomes Y, N becomes O, and E becomes U.

a. LUCIANO GREY

b. GREYSON BLUM

3. If a letter is circled, it means it will stay the same: “No Change.”



Guard Shack Unlock
1. Randy’s interview mentions something similar to Lucas’ interview in the

newspaper. Compare the two, and look for the similarities and the differences.

2. Look specifically at where they both mention having one vision. ‘Differences’

here is a math hint. ‘Differences’ means subtraction.

3. Use the number from what they have in common:1 vision. So, the first digit is 1.

Now subtract the numbers from the things they are different on.



Phone Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the Guard Shack Unlock first.

2. On the wall of tools in the guard shack, there is a clipping for urgent care. Use

the phone number from this to call the urgent care and see who cut themselves

on the sign.



Message From Nurse
1. You will need to have solved the Phone Unlock first.

2. The nurse gives you a coded message consisting of numbers and letters. Use the

keypad of the phone to decode the numbers.

Example: the first number is 7, so the first letter could be either P, Q, R, or S. You

will need to look at the rest of the possible letters and figure out which one gives

you a coherent message.

3. The message will start with “Patient here…”



Urgent Care Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the Phone Unlock and the message from the nurse

first.

2. The nurse at the urgent care gives you a message in code. Once you solve the

code, there is a word at the end of the message.

3. Use the 8 letter word given for this.



Tunnel of Love Schematic

Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the Urgent Care Unlock and Greyson Blum’s Unlock

first.

2. Joanna gives you a message that corresponds to the symbols above each switch

on the schematic, but she mentions the numbers have to be correct first. Greyson

tells you how to correctly use the switches and gates.

3. Using the two pieces of information, you can correctly order the switches to

activate the ride.



Swan Card Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the Guard Shack Unlock and the Tunnel of Love

Schematic unlock first

2. In the Schematic Unlock, it mentions you encounter a barricade consisting of

concrete and wood. It also mentions needing tools to cut and break the obstacle.

3. Using the tool wall in the guard shack you will find two tools that can accomplish

the tasks mentioned.



Lock on Door Unlock
1. You will need to have solved the Swan Door Unlock first. The door marked

‘Maint.’ has a message on it telling you what is needed for the code.

2. Use the ‘Save Fun Town’ flier and the Tunnel of Love sign to get the total

number of tickets sold on opening day, then multiply that number by two.



Solved All the Puzzles and Ready

to Close the Case? Unlock
1. You will need to have solved all of the other puzzles first.

2. In the maintenance room, you are told about the tattoo that Stephanie has. This

is similar to the tattoo the autopsy report mentions Lucas having.

3. The prompt says the answer is what is in between Alpha and Omega. Lucas’

tattoo is the symbol for Alpha followed by ‘One life,’ and Stephanie’s is ‘One

chance,’ followed by the symbol for Omega.


